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The bachelor essay „Characteristic of the target group of the low-threshold institution on the example of
the clients from club Vrtule“ aims to describeunorganized young people, who visit low-threshold
institution Vrtule. It deals with young adolescent people, who are in the age 13 – 20, they dont
haveorganized free time and they visit low-threshold institution – club Vrtule. In the first part of my
essay I address to the definition of general notions. I describe notions: adolescence and factors, that they
are responsible for development of the young man. In the second part I describe, what is it low-threshold
institution and contacts work. There is described targed group of the club Vrtule and how see it social
workers too. Practical part contains results from questionnaire exanination. By the help of checklist I
located characteristic of the clients from club Vrtule. The goal is characterized the targed group from
club Vrtule. Low-thershold club for children and juvenille is a new type of a facility that specifies in fee-
time activities. Thanks to them, such a specific ralationship between a client and a worker can develop
and the subtantial part of it is the trust. Passive young man is unaffected by negative factors between
contemporaries on the street. Low-threshold institution Vrtule offers for young adolescent people safe
place with workers, who are ready for young people to bear-lead to adulthood. 
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